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The representation theory of finite groups is one of the powerful tools to study
finite groups. And there are many meaningful and exiciting results by investigating
the sets of irreducible characters or irreducible Brauer characters to characterize
finite groups. The main contents of this paper are as follows.
Let p, q be two primes, and G be a p-solvable group. If cdp(G), the set of the
irreducible Brauer characters of G, is contained in {1, q}, then the p-length of G is no
more than 4. And we give further characterizations when cdp(G) = {1}, cdp(G) =
{1, q( 6= p)} and cdp(G) = {1, p}. In addition, this paper researches automorphic
problems of semidirect products and zero problems of 3-degree irreducible Brauer
characters of nonabelian simple groups.
This paper contains five parts.
Firstly, we introduce some related works of this paper and demonstrate the
working backgrounds and minds of this paper thoroughly.
In Chapter one, we give basic concepts, main theorems, as well as notations
and terminology used in this paper.
In Chapter two, we mainly discuss isomorphic classifications of semiproducts
under the coprime condition and applications, also we give two counterexamples
related to GL(3, 2).
In Chapter three, we discuss the structures of p-solvable groups with cdp(G) ⊆
{1, q} and a property of the irreducible Brauer character with degree three of a
nonabelian simple group.
Finally, we give a further analysis of the conditions of the main theorem.
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?} Gϕ ∼= Gψ S ϕ, ψ )q<d$ Γ- .} H,N $<}p_&#ÆZn><}p1969 BB. G. Basmajigz><}p<O (w [28]). 2001 B"Nn Ogz><}pD℄Op (w [5]). } H <}EEh N <} Hölder }=℄{o8sd8℄ N Ij<}s (K#p!4e/j2{;w [15] }
3.9), qMe$FWPw=pi-$s℄Oz)FE jC℄Oz1wwCLe[,ZK=℄} H $<}p&#Æ℄OzC8yV~: G  H $ r P℄:81!m|oN N }3o\}
_?<*b$,3qy xr = 1 | Aut(N) 
RB6| r- )"+KL
Hb$,}p7PR!7p℄O-z$KC=H/r^hVw [33] 2000 7QD7p℄Oz8pYW 23 · q 7p (q $XC8), T>$ 24 7pw [19] EYW℄O-z℄w [19], 687 G&} p5tR!bp4q=1wLn} E n} F _eQ 24 7pn%1FW℄O-zWZX	A&WJf, 23 · q 7p℄O-zfQzA%;E6z) p 5tvuq= G $jp χ $ G KC4T; Ker(χ) = {g ∈ G∣∣χ(g) = χ(1)} n
Z(χ) = {g ∈ G
∣
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